
Luna Textiles’ Guide to 

Woven 
Wallcovering



We have a program suited to hit your 
major wallcovering needs — from rich, 
textural sheen, to soft, subtle, and 
muted. Our collection is made entirely 
of high-performing woven wallcovering 
textiles.

Luna Textiles wallcovering collection 
comes from the intent to bring a 
natural texture to any space, but in a 
high-performance way. Our small, but 
mighty collection of wallcoverings does 
just that. Covering a mix of weaves and 
providing classic looks, our products 
have you covered. 

This guide is intended to provide 
all the details you need to specify 
wallcovering from Luna Textiles. 
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measured by the Flame Spread Index 
(FSI) and the Smoke Developed Index 
(SDI). There are 3 possible categories 
products can fall into depending on 
their results — all the Luna Textiles 
wallcovering options fall into Class 1 
or A, which is the most fire-resistant 
category. 

Cleanability

With wallcovering often being used 
intentionally in high traffic areas to 
protect standard drywall and paint from 
scuffing and general wear and tear, 
cleanability is usually a top priority. 
Our design team has established our 
wallcovering program with this in mind. 
Each product has a Stain Resistant 
finish. A couple of the products are 
even bleach cleanable, making things 
even easier to clean up.

Tackability

Due to the acrylic backing, our 
wallcoverings are generally not 
tackable. If you’d like a sample or 
yardage to mockup on different 
substrates to test tackability and see 
how visible any holes would be, please 
reach out to our customer service team. 

Application

All of our wallcovering goods are 
designed to be glued directly to the 
wall. They are suitable for use in both 
commercial and residential settings.

Woven Wallcovering Textiles

All of our wallcovering textiles are made  
of high-performing woven goods. The 
blend of yarns in each product are 
chosen to comply with all contract 
textile standards. These standards 
include flammability, lightfastness, wet 
and dry crocking, and more.

Backing

For a woven textile to be used as a 
wallcovering, it requires some kind 
of backing. All of ours use an acrylic 
backing. This prevents bleedthrough 
from the glue. 

ASTM E 84 Class 1 (Adhered)

ASTM E84 is the standard flammability 
test required for any adhered wall 
products. This is a test that assesses 
the speed and behavior of the burning 
material, by lighting it on fire in an 
installation-like mockup. The results are 

Wallcovering 
Specifications & 
Performance 
Overview
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All Luna Textiles wallcovering 
products are installed with a 
direct glue application. With 
a variety of high-performing 
attributes, they’re easy to use in 
nearly all settings.



Bedrock

Chalk
UDR510

Talc
UDR513

Alabaster
UDR511

Flint
UDR514

Carrara
UDR512

Sandstone
UDR515

Obsidian
UDR518

Concrete
UDR516

Oxide
UDR517
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
63% Pre-Consumer Recycled Polyester,  
37% Polypropylene

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
None

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Candela

Glacier
UNA701

Dove
UNA702

Parchment
UNA703

Moon
UNA704

Canvas
UNA705

Orb
UNA706

Pebble
UNA707

Mineral
UNA708

Galaxy
UNA709
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
37% Olefin, 33% Polyester, 30% Polyethylene

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
None

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S/B

Notes
Bleach cleanable (10:1)



Idyll

Skylight
UDY421

Duvet
UDY422

Elixir
UDY423

Kernel
UDY424

Native
UDY425

Heritage
UDY426
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
100% Polyester

Finish
Crypton Wall

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
None

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Incandescent

Icecap
UNC411

Drizzle
UNC412

Arid
UNC413

Cloudburst
UNC414

Epoxy
UNC415

Sunshower
UNC416

Monsoon
UNC417
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
100% Polyester

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
66” (168cm)

Repeat
None

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Intersect

Wireframe
UNT521

Hacked
UNT522

Synergy
UNT525

Code
UNT523

Disrupt
UNT526

Seed
UNT524
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
69% Polyester, 31% Olefin

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
56” (142cm)

Repeat
None

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Lumina

Radiance
UMA861

Opalesce
UMA862

Luster
UMA863

Gamma
UMA864

Flux
UMA865

Nova
UMA866

Slick
UMA867
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
50% Polyethylene, 30% Polyester,  
20% Post-Consumer Recycled Polyester

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
.2”V x .5”H 

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S/B

Notes
Bleach cleanable (10:1)



Signal

Mica
UGN381

Sequin
UGN382

Oxide
UGN383

Hematite
UGN384

Satin
UGN385

Strata
UGN386

Diamond
UGN387

Moonstone
UGN388

Caldera
UGN389
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
63% Recycled Polyester, 37% Polypropylene

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
None 

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Woohl  
Wallcovering

Evening
UHL571

Matrix
UHL572

Fog
UHL573

Camellia
UHL574

Drake
UHL580

Darling
UHL575

Submarine
UHL581

Sassy
UHL576

Eddy
UHL582

Beeswax
UHL577

Lagoon
UHL583

Camel
UHL578

Anchor
UHL584

Marsh
UHL579
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Application 
Wallcovering

Composition
60% Post-Consumer Recycled Polyester,  
40% Polyester

Finish
Stain Resistant

Backing
Acrylic

Width
54” (137cm)

Repeat
None 

Flammability
California Technical Bulletin 117-2013, 
ASTM E84 Class 1 (Adhered)

Maintenance
W/S



Are wallcovering and panel textiles 
interchangeable?

Generally, no, wallcovering and panel 
textiles are not interchangeable. 
Due to how they’re installed and the 
flammability requirements of each, they 
can only be used in one application 
or the other. Check our website for 
which products can be used in which 
applications. 

What types of wallcoverings to do 
you offer?

All of our wallcoverings are woven 
textiles with backing and/or finishes 
needed for a direct glue application.

What value does wallcovering 
provide to a space?

Other than of course an intentional 
added design element, bringing warmth 
and texture to any space,  wallcovering 
adds durability! Especially in high traffic 
areas that are prone to scuffed walls 
and could damage easily, wallcovering 
provides a layer of protection. These 
textiles are generally easy to clean up 

— some are even bleach cleanable. All 
around they protect walls while adding 
a beautiful design element.

How is wallcovering applied?

See a full installation how-to later in this 
guide. All of our wallcovering textiles 
require a direct glue application. For 
additional information, you can find a 
video on the Luna Textiles’s website. 

Can we get mock ups of 
wallcoverings?

Of course! Talk to your sales rep to get 
the mock up yardage you need. 

Do wallcovering textiles provide any 
acoustical benefits?

On their own, they do not. Like many 
panel fabrics, any acoustical properties 
would come from the substrate the 
textiles are adhered to.

How are Luna’s wallcoverings sold?

Similar to any of our upholstery fabrics, 
all of the goods are sold by the yard 
and shipped on the roll. The installer 
should convert the measurements 

from square feet to linear yards and 
should be able to provide yardage 
requirements. The widths of our 
wallcoverings vary, so please check our 
website for each specific product.

Are these woven wallcoverings 
categorized as Type II?

Type II refers specifically to non-woven 
wallcoverings. So while technically 
it is not, it does meet comparable 
standards for performance and 
durability. 

Frequently Asked 
Questions

This should answer many of 
your wallcovering questions. If 
we missed anything, of course 
feel free to contact our customer 
service department.
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Wallcovering 
Installation 
Instructions

Storing Wallcovering Material

Store material in a clean, dry place. Do 
not stand on end. Do not crush, crease, 
fold, or bend. Prior to cutting, inspect 
each roll for damages, defects, and to 
verify that you have received the correct 
design and color. 

Wall Preparation

Wall surface should be clean, dry, 
smooth, of uniform color, and properly 
primed and sealed. For best results, 
the primer color should be similar to the 
wallcovering color.

Adhesive

Use a heavy-duty, pre-mixed, low-water 
content, clear, wallcovering adhesive. 
Do not dilute. For acrylic-backed 
fabrics, apply adhesive to the wall, not 
to the fabric. For paper-backed fabrics, 
apply adhesive to the paper backing 
and allow the paper to uniformly absorb 
the adhesive before installing.

Hanging Instructions

Prior to cutting, inspect each roll for 
damages, defects, and to verify that 
you have received the correct design 
and color. Fabric may not be returned 
after it’s cut.  If you have any questions 
or problems after hanging the first 3 
strips, STOP, and call our customer 
service (415-252-7125). We will not 
accept claims after more than 3 strips 
have been cut and installed.

01.  Install wallcovering at room 
temperature.

02.  Table-cutting or double-cutting on 
the wall is at the discretion of the 
installer. Use a new blade for each 
trim.

03.  Allow adhesive to set-up on the 
wall before hanging, so that it’s 
sufficiently tacky not to bleed 
through to the surface of the fabric 
during installation.

04.  Install fabric strips straight up, 
as they come off the bolt, and in 
consecutive order.

05.  Seams should be no closer than 6 
inches to corners.

06.  Avoid excessive pressure to 
the surface of the fabric during 
installation which may cause 
adhesive to bleed through to the 
surface.

07.  Excess adhesive on the face of the 
fabric can be allowed to dry and 
then removed with a dry brush, 
or, if the wallcovering is water 
resistant, the adhesive can be 
removed immediately with a wet 
sponge.

These instructions are provided as 
a general guide. Installation by a 
professional wallcovering installer is 
recommended for best results.



Lumina Radiance UMA861

Signal Mica UGN381

Candela Dove UNA702

Incandescent Icecap UNC411

Idyll Skylight UDY421

Intersect Wireframe UNT521

Candela Orb UNA706

Signal Diamond UGN387

Incandescent Monsoon UNC417

Candela Galaxy UNA709

Lumina Slick UMA867

Intersect Disrupt UNT526

Woohl Matrix UHL572

Suggested Rotations

If you’d like these for your 
rotations, please request them 
by name through our sample 
department. They’ll get these 
pulled and shipped to you for 
your presenting needs. 



lunatextiles.com | @lunatextiles


